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The Commercial Navigation Appendix describes the effects of limited regula-
tion of Lake Erie on commercial navigation interests within the Great Lakes -
St. Lawrence River system.
The effects on navigation were determined by comparing the transportation
costs under limited regulation of Lake Erie, with the costs under the present
Lake Erie outlet conditions. Transportation costs were determined for the
four bulk commodities of iron ore, coal, limestone, and grain which comprise
nearly 85 percent of all Great Lakes traffic. Evaluation of commodities
comprising the remaining 15 percent would not affect significantly the
results.
The analysis involved forecasting of major operational elements of the navi-
gation system, such as vessel characteristics, vessel operating costs, traf-
fic volumes, trade routes, etc. Transportation costs for 1985, 2000, and
2035 were determined using a computer model which calculated effects on
vessel loading and therefore transportation cost using the water level regime
determined in the regulation study. All costs and benefits are based on 1979
price levels, using an interest rate of 8-1/2 percent. The benefits or
losses are expressed as total present worth values for the period 1985
through 2035, and as equivalent average annual values.
Limited regulation of Lake Erie would have the effect of lowering the water
levels of that lake as well as those upstream. As a result, there would be
losses to navigation interests. The losses depend on the degree of the lake
level lowering and range from about $1,000,000 annually for Plan 6L to about
$10,000,000 annually for Plan 25N. As an additional exercise, the cost of
dredging all United States harbors and the interconnecting channels of the
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.1 Impact by Category
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combined populations of Canada and the United States, live in this area.
This system also serves the large Canadian mining operations in Quebec and
Labrador and metropolitan areas on the St. Lawrence River in Quebec.
The Midcontinent of North America is a highly productive area. It pro-
duces about 34 percent of the combined gross national products of the United
States and Canada, a third of their capital investments and about 30 percent
of their combined personal incomes. Its industrial- and agricultural-based
economy accounts for 37 percent of values added to manufacture in Canada and
the United States, and over 42 percent of the two countries' total agri-
cultural income. Heavy industry is predominant (steel and other metals,
transport equipment, and machinery). The agricultural sector is concentrated
on grains, livestock, dairy and poultry products, with much of this produc-
tion being surplus to the area's requirements. At the same time, the region
is a net importer of light and diversified industrial products, fiber, fish
and forestry products. The Midcontinent region depends heavily upon
transportation, initiating 42 percent of the total tonnage of rail freight in
the United States, and 45 percent of the rail movement in Canada, and being
the destination for over 41 percent of the shipments of the United States,
and 38 percent of Canada. Moreover, it is the strategically located centre
of both nations through which most of the other east-west interregional traf-
fic and much of the north-south contiguous trades must flow. The United






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































a raising of transportation cost
is termed a "loss"
to navigation,
and
lowering of costs is termed a "benefit."
  
 Because of the physical maximum draft capability of ships, as set by
their Seasonal Load Line Regulations, there will not necessarily always be a
benefit or loss associated with a change in levels. For instance, there will
be no further benefit realized when water depths are increased beyond the
ships' loading capability. Similarly, there is no loss incurred by lowering
water depth, if vessel load limit regulations remain the controlling factor.
Draft limitations in the Welland Canal and Montreal-to-Lake Ontario por-
tion of the St. Lawrence Seaway also tend to buffer the effect of small water
level changes on shipping which pass through those reaches. In these por-
tions of the Seaway, allowable draft is restricted to 26 feet regardless of
small fluctuations in water depth above the minimum profile (controlling
depth). Therefore, additional water depth above controlling depth provides
no benefit. However, lowering the depth below the controlling depth would
result in a decrease in allowable draft and a loss to shipping.
This reasoning, in combination with the basic assumptions regarding
future operations of the system, which are outlined in the next section,
forms the basis of the evaluation methodology.
2.3 Major Assumptions
The assessment methodology is composed primarily of forecasts and pro-
jections concerning the operation of the future navigation system.
There are
many things political that can affect the future operation of the system that
cannot be predicted very far in advance. These include wars, major
depressions and government transportation policies.
To cover the uncertain-
ties in these areas, the following assumptions were made:
1. There will be no wars or national economic depressions during the
period of projection.
2. Policies, including those concerning tolls and user charges, will
not change to an extent which would seriously unbalance the
present relationships between modes of transportation.
Regarding the overall philosophy of the system's operation, it was
assumed that existing trade patterns and national fleet utilization on the
lakes would continue essentially unaltered. This was mainly because of the
absence of any current indication that the future would bring significant
change. Specifically, the assumptions in these areas are as follows:
3.
Except for some new or changed sources and markets for portions of
some bulk trades (e.g. western coal), there will be no other radi-
cal changes in the sources and markets of the principal commodities
moving on the Great Lakes, and therefore, no other major changes in
the present general pattern of traffic.
4. The patterns and proportions of utilization of the two national
fleets in the lakes bulk trades will remain unchanged.
D-9
Further details regarding trade patterns and fleet utilization are given
in Sub-sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2.
Since major structural changes to the system are uncertain at this time,





The major physical make-up and operational aspects of the navigation
system, as it presently exists, will remain essentially unchanged
for the entire period of projection. That is, there will be no
major development or modernization, except the Poe Lock which will
be permitted to pass vessels of 1,100 feet by 105 feet after 1990.
major structural features of the system currently are as follows:
35-foot minimum depth in the St. Lawrence Ship Channel up to and
including some berths in Montreal Harbor;
27-foot controlling depth in the main canals and channels in the
system above Montreal;
Maintenance of present controlling depths in all major Canadian har-
bors handling a significant volume of one or more of the com-
modities analyzed, for the entire period of projection;
The tonnage shipped to United States harbors with less than 27 feet
available water depth will decrease in the future as harbors are
deepened to allow more efficient operation;
26-foot maximum permissible draft in the St. Lawrence Seaway,
including the Welland Canal;
1.5-foot minimum allowable underkeel clearance in all parts of the
system except the Seaway and the Welland Canal;
730 feet by 76 feet maximum vessel dimensions for all locks except
the Poe Lock; and
1,000 feet by 105 feet maximum vessel dimensions for the Poe Lock
until 1990, and 1,100 feet by 105 feet after 1990.
As directed by the Study Board, Assumption 5 included the continuance of
the present navigation seasons for the various reachesof the system. The




Montreal Harbor to the Gulf of St. Lawrence - year round;
Lake Ontario and the Montreal-to-Lake Ontario portion of the Seaway
- 8.5 months, April 1 to December 15; and





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































 load line regulations for the various classes of ships and the type of com-
modity carried, draft restrictions in canals and channels and the design
drafts of the ships. These allowable drafts are, in turn, converted into
shiploading capability, from which the number of trips required to move the
system's cargoes is calculated. These computations require detailed
knowledge of the many aspects of fleet composition, vessel characteristics
operating speeds, trade distribution by national fleet and ship size, and
several other operational characteristics of the system, all of which are
discussed later in this section.
The final steps in the second program compute the ships' operating time
required to move the cargoes, and thus, on the basis of vessel operating
costs for the various vessel sizes employed, the transportation cost under
the given regime of lake levels is computed. This computation is carried out
on a monthly basis by country, type of commodity, type of trade (domestic,
import or export), trade route, size (class) of vessel and type of harbor
(shallow-draft or deep-draft) for the full 77-year period of study. The 77
years of results are averaged for each month in a final table, along with the
total annual cost of transportation in the system.
The full sequence described above is repeated for each of the 3 years
evaluated (1985, 2000, and 2035); the value for each year is the average of
77 values computed with the given levels scenario in operation for the full
77-year period. For each year (1985, 2000, and 2035) the model contains a
complete set of forecasts for commodity tonnages, trade patterns, fleet
composition, vessel characteristics, system operational data and so on. The
results for the 3 years are compared with the costs under the basis-of-
comparison condition, and the differences are termed the "loss" or "benefit"
to navigation. A "loss" occurs if an alternative levels scenario causes the
transportation cost to rise, and a "benefit" is realized if the new scenario
lowers the cost.
The third computer program step simply converts to present worth (in
1985) the annual cost difference between basis-of-comparison and alternative
scenario, using an 8-1/2 percent discount rate. This is done by assuming a
curve of constant rate of change for intermediate years between the forecasts
for 1985, 2000, and 2035. An equivalent constant annual annuity for the full
50-year period of projection is also computed.
The three basic components of the main portion of the evaluation model
(second program) are discussed in the following sub-sections entitled
“Existing and Prospective Bulk Commerce," "Existing and Prospective Bulk
Fleets" and "Physical and Operational Characteristics of the Navigation
System." In many areas it was necessary to analyze and report upon United
States and Canadian operations separately because of their differences.
2.5.2 Existing and Prospective Bulk Commerce
The methodology is based on the four principal dry bulk commodities in
the system, namely iron ore, coal, limestone, and grain. These four com-
modities comprise about 85 percent of the system's commerce. Currently more




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































evaluation of this traffic has been made.
The 15 percent also includes overseas general cargo trades which employ
specialized lake-ocean carries. Although, overseas cargo is of high value,
traffic to and from the Great Lakes must transit the 27-foot St. Lawrence
Seaway. Since the Seaway restricts draft to 26 feet, this traffic cannot
take advantage of water depths greater than about 27.5 feet in the harbors
on the lakes (allowing 1.5 feet for underkeel clearance). Since lake levels
are such that harbor depths are rarely below this depth, overseas, general
cargo traffic would not be affected significantly by a small change in the
levels regime. In addition, many of these vessels call at several ports and
therefore often do not travel fully loaded. Thus they do not normally take
full advantage of water depths available. For these reasons, overseas
general cargo traffic was excluded from this analysis.
Detailed analyses were made of present and prospective Canadian trades
























































































































 on a trade route was taken to be either the average of recent historical
trade volumes (for the years 1973 through 1976), or if a trend was known to
exist, the latest trade figure on that route.
Forecasting rationale was applied to each trade route to develop a set
of future trade patterns covering the 59-year period from 1976 through 2035.
The port-to-port forecasts were aggregated into lake-to-lake groupings to
coincide with the manner in which the hydrologic data is generated. The lake-
to-lake forecasts for the years 1985, 2000, and 2035 were used in the
assessment model.
The United States traffic projections were obtained from a transpor-
tation planning tool (The Great Lakes Route SplitTraffic Model) developed by
the Corps of Engineers for use in its navigation studies. The output is in
the form of tonnage forecasts. Improvement alternatives change the cost
basis to users and therefore tonnage levels. The three principal data inputs
to the model are: 1) forecasts of origin/destination cargo flow*; 2) a file
of transportation rates, and 3) a service profile from interviews of shippers.
The model operates on these data to predict Great Lakes traffic levels. The
lock capacity of the Great Lakes system to accommodate the predicted cargo
flow is then evaluated.
The traffic forecasts are built into the model and classified into 22
bulk commodity groups such as coal and iron ore and 15 general cargo groups
such as prime containers for food and machinery. The bulk cargo forecasts
were obtained from expert secondary sources such as the U.S. Bureau of Mines
and U.S. Department of Agriculture. The utility needs of western coal were
further refined by the 1975 interview program conducted by A.T. Kearney
(Great Lakes/St. Lawrence Seaway Traffic Forecast Study...Contract No.
DACW-23-75-C-0052).
Recent total bulk commerce tonnages (by commodity) on the Great Lakes
are summarized in Table 0-2. The 1973-to-1976 average trade volumes and
future trade volumes for each of the lake-to-lake routes in United States and
Canadian domestic, export, and import trades of iron ore, coal, limestone,
and grain are given in Tables 0-3 through D-6. These tables include only
those portions of the bulk trades which move across, into or out of the Great
Lakes-St. Lawrence River Systemby Canadian and United States registered
vessels. Bulk shipping by foreign vessels in the Canadian trades above
Montreal is insignificant in any event; the major movement being about
700,000 tons annually of grain shipped directly overseas by ocean vessels
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 For the purpose of this study, domestic trade refers to trade between
two ports in the same country, at least one of which is in the Great
Lakes-St. Lawrence River system. Export trade refers to shipments to any
foreign destination which originate at a port in the system, and import trade
refers to all shipments whiCh land at a port in the system from any foreign
origin. For example, United States grains shipped to Canadian elevators on
the St. Lawrence River for transshipment overseas are included as Canadian
imports.
Descriptions of the forecasts for each of the four commodities are given
in the following paragraphs.
United States Commerce - Iron Ore: Iron ore represents the major com-
modity moved on the Great Lakes. In the 1970's about 85 million tons of ore
moved annually to U.S. steel mills bordering the lakes. Nearly 70 million
tons moved in domestic trade from traditional Lake Superior sources to
various demand regions on Lakes Michigan, Huron, and Erie. Imports from
Canada represent the bulk of the iron ore foreign trade on the Great Lakes,
totaling the remaining 15 million tons.
Several major steel companies have developed large fleets of ore
carriers on the lakes in order to take advantage of the overwhelming cost
savings that exist. As such, over 97 percent of Superior District (i.e.,
Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan) iron ores destined for Great Lakes steel
facilities move on the lakes.



















pelletization, and 2) furnace type.




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Limestone reserves in the Great Lakes area occur near the western end of
Lake Erie in Ohio and Michigan, and along the south shore of the upper penin-
sula of Michigan. The State of Michigan has traditionally been the major
source of limestone in the Great Lakes limestone shipments. Virtually all of
the GL/SLS limestone traffic is captive traffic to the steel industry. As
the steel companies are vertically integrated and largely self-sufficient in
iron ore and coal, so are they in limestone.
The major limestone shipping ports are the ports of Stoneport, Rockport,
Drummond Island, Calcite Harbor, and Port Dolomite on Lake Huron, Port Inland
on Lake Michigan; and Cobourg and Port Colborne on Lake Ontario. The major
destinations are the steelmaking facilities on the Lakes in the Chicago-Gary
area, Detroit, and Cleveland and other Lake Erie ports.
Since limestone is found at or near the earth's surface in about 10 per-
cent of the continental area and because limestone is such a low-valued
commodity, the minimization of transportation cost becomes of utmost impor—
tance in determining supply sources. Consequently, virtually all of the
limestone that is moved on the Great Lakes is both produced and consumed at
lakeside.
U.S. domestic limestone traffic is expected to increase from 29 million
tons in the base year to 61 million tons in 2035 for an average annual rate
of change of 1.16 percent. Lock capacity constraints are not coming into
play because limestone is assumed to be carried on ships small enough to fit
through locks other than the Poe Lock at Sault Ste. Marie. The rate of
growth to Lake Michigan steel centres is about 1.5 percent while rate of
growth to Lake Erie steel centres is less than 1.0 percent. Limestone traf-
fic with Canada as an origin and/or destination is expected to about double
in the projected period from 6.6 million tons in the base period to 12
million tons in year 2035.
United States Commerce — Grain : Agricultural products (grain ) repre-
sent the fourth largest commodity movement on the lakes. Most movements of
grain on the Great Lakes are export for either overseas destinations or
Canadian destinations as transshipment points for ultimate overseas
destinations. As a result, the projections made in this section are highly
dependent upon projected levels of U.S. agricultural exports.
The importance of grain movements is unquestioned. The potential
geographic market area from Great Lakes transport services includes most of
the prime U.S. field crop growing acreage. However, at this time, most
exported grain (approximately 65 percent) moves through Gulf ports and not
through Great Lakes ports.
The traditional movement of grain on the lakes is out of Western lake
ports to overseas destinations, particularly Northern and Mediterranean
Europe, and to milling centres in the East located on the lakes, particularly
Buffalo, NY (wheat for milling).
D-24
 The historical performance of the United States in terms of world-wide
production and exports of grain is discussed in the following paragraphs.
a. Corn. The United States produces about half of the world's corn and
supplies 90 percent of the world's corn exports. Most (approximately 85
percent) of the U.S. corn production is used for livestock feed;
consequently, much of it never leaves the farm on which it was grown. The
corn not used for domestic feed purposes is used for export, human
consumption, industrial uses, and for seed. The principal industrial uses
are wet millers producing starches, sugars, syrup, corn oil, and gluten feed.
Dry millers make cereals and similar products.
U.S. exports of corn have risen significantly in the past 25 years. In
recent years, there has been a sharp increase in the share of production
exported, from 4 percent in 1950 to 24 percent in 1974.
The major importers of corn from the United States are Mediterranean
Europe, Northern Europe, Communist Europe, Japan, and Canada. Total poten-
tial Great Lakes movements of corn are expected to grow at an average annual
rate of 3.3 percent throughout the forecast period. This relatively high
growth rate reflects continued dependence on the U.S. by overseas nations for
food supplies.
b. Wheat. Wheat is a food grain as contrasted to the other grains
which are often grouped into the category of feed grains. Because wheat is a
food grain, it differs from the grain crops in that very little (usually far
less than 10 percent) of the wheat crop is exported. The United States pro—
duces about one-eighth of the world's wheat crop.
The United States, Canada, Australia, and Argentina are currently the
major wheat exporters. Currently, the major destinations of U.S. wheat
exports are East Asia, Communist Europe, Japan, South Asia, eastern America,
and Northern Europe. Total potential movements of wheat are only expected to
double over the study period.
c. Soybeans. Except for a very small portion of the crop used as seed,
practically all U.S. soybeans are exported or processed into oil or meal.
Very little is used as feed. Increases in the nutritional value of this crop
and advances in soybean oil processing and refining have greatly stimuated
both foreign and domestic demand. In 1960, more than one-quarter of the crop
(mostly unprocessed) was exported. However, by 1970 over half of the crop
was being exported. Soybeans have become the leading U.S. agricultural
export in dollar value and are second only to corn in the number of bushels
exported.
The major importers of U.S. soybeans are Northern Europe, Japan, and
Mediterranean Europe. Potential soybean movements on the Great Lakes are
expected to increase more than tenfold by 2040. The average annual percen—













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The main Canadian grain movements are western wheats moving eastward to
lake ports and lower St. Lawrence River elevators for domestic use or export
overseas. Most of this trade is through Thunder Bay. This traffic increased
greatly following the Opening of the Seaway in 1959. Today, the Seaway plays
an important role in the world distribution of grain. Recent studies carried
out by the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority indicate that the Seaway will prob-
ably maintain its position for years to come due to its location in the
major grain surplus area of the world; the United States, and Canada. Grain
moving eastward on the Seaway consists primarily of exports destined for
Western Europe and the U.S.S.R. The Seaway Authority's studies have examined
a large number of factors which will affect the future of these export
trades, including the agricultural policy in Western Europe, world grain
market conditions, as well as conditions at home such as prairie production,
foreign aid policies, transportation system capacity in western Canada,
modernization of Seaway grain handling facilities and transportation.
There has been nearly a 50 percent increase in prairie grain production
over the past 20 years. It is expected that grain production will continue
to increase throughout the forecast period due to improvements in agri-
cultural management and increased usage of fertilizers. But the future rate
of increase will be lower than in the past because Canada, like most other
countries, is running out of land on which to grow food crops.
Canada's domestic demand for grain is for milling flour, livestock feeds
and brewing purposes. Domestic demand is expected to increase at about the
same rate as population growth, about 12 percent every 10-year period.
Canadian grain exports are expected to grow at a rate more or less pro-
portional to world population growth (about 2.6 percent per annum) for the
next 10 years or so. However, opinion varies on whether Canada will be able
to maintain its present share of the world's wheat market (20 percent to 25
percent) and coarse grain market (10 percent), in view of the anticipated
declining rate of increase in production in the western provinces. In line
with the declining rate of increase in production, a declining rate of
increase in exports was adopted after about 1990. i
The proportion of the country's total grain exports, which will nmve
eastward through Thunder Bay, will decline as markets in Japan and other
Asian and Pacific Rim countries open up (these markets will be served by west
coast terminals) and as the European Economic Community continues its protec-
tionist purchasing policy. Additionally, anticipated markets in the
Middle-East and North Africa which would be served through the Seaway, are
not expected to become significant due to the unsuitability of Canadian
wheats for the diets of those populations.
The net effect of developments in the export trades and the growth in
the domestic market is an expected decline in the annual rate of growth for
eastbound grain traffic from about 2.5 percent in 1976 to less than 2 percent
by 1990. After 1990 eastbound grain traffic will continue to grow at a slow
rate, but capacity problems at the Welland Canal are expected to dampen
further growth in bulk traffic destined to Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence
D-29
 River. In addition, by about the year 2000 the United States 500 Locks are
expected to begin experiencing capacity problems, causing the displacement of
bulk commodities from the system in favour of higher valued general cargoes.
Seasonality: Recent historical data were analyzed to establish a sea-
sonal distribution pattern for each of the four bulk commodity trades. It was
assumed that the present shipping seasons on the Great Lakes, i.e., 9 months
on the Welland Canal and the upper lakes and 8.5 months on Lake Ontario and
the rest of the system downstream to Montreal, would not change significantly
during the forecast period. Furthermore, there was no reason to believe that
the pattern of shipping during the season would change significantly.
Typical seasonal distribution curves for the bulk commodities are shown on
Figure 0-3. As the figure shows, during a typical season, traffic in each of
the commodities builds up gradually during the first few weeks of April,
peaks in May and again in October and declines rapidly in December. The spe- ﬁ
cific projected seasonal distribution patterns for the United States and i
Canadian trades in iron ore, coal, limestone and grains are given in Tables
0-7 and 0-8 respectively.
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Figure D—3 Distribution of Canadian Great Lakes— St. Lawrence
River dry bulk cargo traffic during the navigation season
Table D-7 - Distribution of U. S. Great Lakes Dry Bulk
Cargo
Traffic During Navigation Season
 











Iron Dre : : z z z . .













Routes on s, M, H, E 209.40 13.50 13.50 11.50 12.50 12.50 12.50 10.40: 04.20
Routes on Ontario
210.00 13.00 13.00 13.00 11.00 09.00 11.00 10.00: 10.00
Limestone . . . . . . : I I
Routes on s, M, H, E 208.00 13.00 12.00 13.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00: 06.00
Routes on Ontario 208.00 13.00 12.00 13.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00: 06.00
£3212 . . . . . . . : :
Routes on s, M, H, E 208.00;11.00;10.00:11.00;12.00:12.00:13.00:14.00: 09.00
Routes on Ontario 208.00 13.00 12.00 10.00 09.00 11.00 15.00 14.00: 08.00
Note: Projection for the years 1§76 through é035. - I . .
TabTe D-8 - Distribution of Canadian Great Lakes Dry BuTk Cargo
Traffic During Navigation Season
: Percent of Total Commodity Shipped
Commodity : Apr : May : Jun : du] : Aug : Sep : Oct : Nov : Dec
Iron Ore :10.17 13.61 12.79 12.79 11.23 11.84 10.84 10.755 6.07
Grains : 9.75 11.88i12.14:12.16; 9.422 9.86 13.17 12.045 9.59
Coal 213.21:13.65:13.99:10.97: 9.07; 9.77 10.99 10.49; 7.91
Limestone - 6.36




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































United States Fleet — Distribution of Commerce by Fleet Nationality and





































































































Tabie D-9 — Vessel Classification in the Great Lakes Dry Buik Fieet
 
Class : Overaii Length of Huii in Feet
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 Table 0-12 - Percent Traffic Carried by the U. S. Fleet







































































































(Canadian Fleet - Average OperatingSpeeds);
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4 1,070 1,450 1,660
5 1,210 1,630 1,850
6 1,320 1,790 2,040
6w 1,730 2,340 2,670
7 1,410 1,900 2,170
7w 1,800 2,440 2,780
8 1,520 2,040 2,320
8a 1,670 2,250 2,550
8w 2,110 2,820 3,190
9 1,940 2,640 3,020
10 2,140 2,850 3,230



















    
Canadian Fleet — Fleet Composition: Trends in the makeup of the
Canadian fleet have been governed by the opening of the St. Lawrence Seaway.
Prior to 1959, much traffic to and from the lower St. Lawrence River had to
be transshipped in small canallers of about 250 feet in length, and these
dominated the fleet in numbers. Upper lakes traffic was handled mainly by
medium-sized lakers, mostly in the 400 to 600-foot length categories, although
a few over 600 feet in length were built in the 1950's while the Seaway was
under construction.
Following the opening of the Seaway, most of the canallers were quickly
phased out of operation, with the exception of those in specialized trades or
using shallow harbors, such as tankers. At the same time, a very heavy new-
building program was undertaken, almost entirely of maximum Seaway-size
lakers (730-foot length), to take full advantage of the dimensions of the new
Seaway locks. Today, plans are being considered for the construction of
Canada's first 1,000-foot, 65,000-ton superlaker to carry western Canadian
coal from Thunder Bay to Ontario Hydro's generating plant at Nanticoke on
Lake Erie.
There are presently 120 Canadian dry bulk carriers engaged in grain,
iron ore, coal and limestone trades on the Great Lakes. They range in size
from the 259-foot, 4,100-ton Troisdoc to the new 730-foot, 35,100-ton
Canadian Olympic. There are about 45 vessels still in active service in the
fleet which were built priorto the opening of the St. Lawrence Seaway in
1959.
The fleet consists of 87 bulkers and 33 self-unloaders. The bulkers
must be unloaded by dockside equipment, while the self-unloaders carry their
own unloading system on board. Both types of ships have basically the same
characteristics regarding size, speed, capacity, draft and so on. However,
they differ considerably in the rapid turnaround time in port for
self-unloaders, and the flexibility in the type of port which the self-
unloader can serve. At this time, self-unloaders are used mainly in the coal
and limestone trades. Because their belt conveyor unloading system cannot
handle many natural iron ores, self-unloaders have not been used as exten-
sively in the iron ore trades. The iron ore trades, as well as the grain
trades employ mostly regular bulkers.
Throughout this section, the term "fleet" refers to the total combined
fleet consisting of bulkers and self-unloaders. Additionally, all fleet and
vessel characteristics which are presented represent averages for the total
combined fleet. For the purpose of forecasting, it has been assumed that the
present proportions of employment of bulkers and self-unloaders in the
various trades will be maintained throughout the period of projection.
The compositions of present and projected Canadian dry bulk fleets and
designated commodity service capability (by vessel class) are given in Table
0-16. The overall hull lengths corresponding to these vessel classes are as
presented in Table 0—9. Class 7, or maximum Seaway-size vessels presently
dominate the fleet in numbers. All indications are that they will continue











Canadian Dry Bu1k Fieet (Including
Designated Commodity Service Capabiiity)
 
No. Ships


















































Tota] 120 99 98 44 91
1985 Fieet
1 14 0 10 0 14
2 1 1 1 1 1
3 5 2 5 4 2
4 10 8 10 7 7
5 17 17 14 10 14







Totai 143 105 104 46 91
2000 Fieet
1 13 0 10 O 13
2 1 0 1 1 1
3 0 0 0 O 0
4 2 2 2 1 0
5 14 14 13 10 10
6 16 16 14 6 11
7 101 80 72 36 98
10 2 _0 _2 _0 .2
Totai 1‘9 112 114 54 133
2035 Fieet
1 10 0 10 0 10
2 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0 0
5 5 5 3 2 0
6 10 5 2 6 5
7 136 115 88 64 135
10 2 0 2 0 0
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Table D-17 - Maximum Capacities and Drafts
by Cargo Type for Projected
Vessels in the Canadian Great

































































































































































































































































































































































Table 0—18 - Maximum Capacities and Drafts
by Cargo Type for Projected
Vessels in the Canadian Great
Lakes Dry Bulk Cargo Fleet (Coal)
 
. , Winter Intermediate Summer Midsummer
: Max. T: : Max. : :Max. : :Max. :
Vessel: Draft :Capacity 2 : Draft:Capacity :Draft:Capacity :Draft2Capacity
Class : 1ft.) :(s. tons) : (ft.):(s. tons):(ft.):(s. tons):(ft.):(s. tons)
1 E 18.83 ' 5,647 2 18.835 5,647 £18.83; 5,647 £18.83E 5,647
i . . . . o - .
g 2 : 22.16 9,675 : 22.16: 9,675 :22.16: 9,675 :22.16: 9,675
' 3 2 18.77 9,590 2 18.775 9,590 218.77; 9,590 218.77; 9,590
4 2 20.09 2 11,986 E 20.84; 12,526 220.845 12,526 220.845 12,526
V 5 E 23.23 2 17,554 E 23.23§ 17,554 223.23; 17,554 £23.23; 17,554
2 6 E 24.26 2 20,897 E 24.26; 20,897 224.26E 20,897 224.26; 20,897
1 7 E 26.45 2 28,582 2 26.65§ 28,918 226.67; 28,952 226.67; 28,952
  
1 "Maximum Drafts" shown are the lesser of the seasonal load line limit or
the maximum draft attainable at net capacity (see note 2).
2 "Capacities" shown are the lesser of the net load on board at the seasonal
load line limit or the net load on board when the holds are full.
 Table 0-19 - Maximum Capacities and Drafts
by Cargo Type for Projected











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 0-21 - Seasonal Load Line Limits for
Vessels of Projected Canadian




. (November ; Intermediate : Summer : (June
Vessel : through : (April and : (May and : through
Class : March) : October) : September) : Augustl
1 E 18.82 -E 19.13 E 19.52 E 19.82
2 E 22.54 E 22.88 E 23.56 E 24.11
3 E 18.98 E 19.79 2 20.44 2 20.63
4 E 20.09 3 20.91 E 21.68 E 22.12









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 0—23 - Distribution of Canadian Great
Lakes Dry Bulk Cargo Traffic
By Vessel Class (Cont'd)
 
Percent Carried by Canadian Fleet
 
3 1973-76 :











































































































































































































 Table D-23 - Distribution of Canadian Great
Lakes Dry Buik Cargo Traffic
By Vessel Ciass (Cont‘d)
 
: : Percent Carried 9x Canadian Fieet






























































































































































































































Canadian Fleet - Vessel Operating Costs: Operating costs for Canadian
lakers are given in Table D-25. These costs represent the approximate
average operating costs for all dry bulk vessels in each class in mid—July
1979. They were develOped from information on vessel running costs obtained
by the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority from vessel operators, and vessel capi-
tal costs obtained from the Department of Industry, Trade, and Commerce.
Operating costs were computed on the basis of a 250—day operating year and a
15 percent profit margin to the ship operator. Construction costs, after
subsidy, were amortized over a 10—year period at 8.5 percent. The subsidy
level was 20 percent. The operating cost of the proposed Class 10 coal
vessels has been estimated to be $2,237 per hour.
2.5.4 Physical and Operational Characteristics of the Navigation System
water Depths: The water levels of the Great Lakes vary from year to
year, and from month to month during each year. The higher levels for the
year occur during the summer months. The lower levels occur during the
winter months. The seasonal variation between the summer high and the winter
low averages about 1 foot on the upper lakes, 1-1/2-feet on Lake Erie, and
nearly 2 feet on Lake Ontario.
Navigable channel depths (project depths) and charted depths in the
Great Lakes are recorded in feet below low water datum, which is a plane on
each lake and a sloping surface on each outflow river. Low water datum ele—
vations (Chart Datum) are given in feet above the mean water level in the
Gulf of St. Lawrence at Father Point, Quebec, International Great Lakes Datum
(1955). Low water datum elevations represent what might be termed the
average low water levels rather than the extreme low water levels.
The sloping surfaces representing low water datum in the St. Clair,
Detroit, and Niagara Rivers are the surfaces of the rivers which would exist
under conditions of stable flow with the water surfaces of the influencing
lakes at their low water datum elevations. For the St. Marys River and the
Montreal to Lake Ontario reach of the St. Lawrence River, low water datums
are the sloping surfaces of the rivers when the water surfaces of the
influencing lakes are at their low water datum elevations and/or specified
water surface elevations exist at designated points on the rivers.
With the low water datums as planes of references, depths in navigation
channels are generally equal to or greater than project depths except during
extreme low water years, such as those which occurred during the mid-1920's,
mid-1930's and the early 1960‘s.
One inch of vessel draft on a freighter of 25,000 tons carrying capacity
represents 125 short tons of cargo. On a 1,000-foot, 68,000-ton capacity
bulk carrier, 1 inch means a loss or gain of 230 tons or about 0.3 percent of
carrying capacity. It is evident that raising or lowering of water levels
will affect both the volume and the unit cost of cargo movements. It is
therefore desirable that a relatively stable water level, uniformly balanced
relative to low water datum throughout the system, be maintained on the Great

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TabTe D-26 - U. S. FTeet Shipment Distances by Origin
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Tabie D—27 - Canadian Fleet Shipment Distances by Origin
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by Vessel Class and Commodity Trade
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Table 0-30 — Loading Rates at U.S. Harbors
  


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Table 0-32 - Loading and Unloading Time


















2 x 22,000 (capacity class 5) X 1
3,100 .80 (eff.)
26,000 (capacity class 6) X 20 hrs. + 2 hrs. =
22,000 (capacity class 5)
2 X 37,900 (capacity class 6w) X 1 + 2 hrs.
3,300 .80
+ 2 23 +
H
2 X 30,400 (capacity class 7) X 1 2 =
3,300 .80
N = 30 + 239,400 (capacity class 7!) X 23 hrs. +
30,400 (capacity class 7)
2 X 29,700 (capacity class 8) X _l + 2 = 21 + 2 =
3,500 .8
2 X 36,400 (capacity class 8a) X 2 = 26 + 2
_l +
3,500 .8
49,300 (capacity class 8w) X 26 hrs. + 2 = 35 + 2
36,400 (capacity class 8a)
49,800 (capacity class 9)
X 26 hrs. + 2 = 36 + 2
36,400 (capacity class 8a)










24 + 2 = 26









































































































































































































































































































































 Personnel employed in lake fleet operations have indicated that average
unloading time to stockpile is 8 to 12 hours for self unloaders and longer
for bulk carriers. Loading rates can be as short as 5 to 8 hours, but nor-
mally require 10 to 20 hours. The normal combined rates would then be 18 to
32 hours which encompass the range used in this study of 20 to 30 hours.
Selections of time were weighted slightly toward the self-unloader fleet as
this represents the most recent and fastest growing portion of the fleet.
The average turnaround time in port for the Canadian trades are given in
Table 0-34. These are average times for the combined fleet of bulkers and
self-unloaders. They were determined in a manner similar to that used for
United States ships. The total time spent in port consists of time to berth
and de-berth, load and unload, take on supplies, have minor maintenance
performed, make measurements and documentation, and average waiting time.
The mean loading and unloading rates for the major Canadian and United States
terminal facilities used in the Canadian trades, which were used to develop
average loading and unloading times, are given in Tables 0-35 through D-38.
Shallow Draft United States Harbors : A shallow draft harbor is
defined as "any harbor or dock area with less than 27 feet of water depth
available." Traffic tapes were analyzed for 1976, the most recent year that
tapes were available, to determine the traffic at 27-foot and less than
27-foot deep harbors. Results are shown on Tables 0-39 through 0—42.
Nearly all of the iron ore shipped on the Great Lakes is shipped and received




















million tons annually), which is received at less than 27-foot docks.
However, limestone and coal are shipped to many of the smaller harbors






















































































































































































































































































































































































harbors is 23.4 feet.











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1/ s.u. = Self-Unloader
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 ‘
Table 0—37 — Average Loading and Unloading Rates at Major
Terminals used in the Canadian Dry Bulk Trades
 
(Limestone)














Thunder Bay 1 : S.U.'s only l/
1 : 65
Michipicoten : 1 : S.U.'s only
Sault Ste. Marie : 2 : S.U.'s only
Lake Huron: : : :
Killarney : 1 2 2,000 :
Whitefish - ‘ 1 : 1,000
Courtwright 1 : S.U.'s only
Sarnia 5 : S.U.'s only
Parry Sound 1 : S.U.'s only
Sombra 2 : S.U.'s only
Serpent River 1 : S.U.'s only
Lake Erie: : : -
Port Colbourne : 2 : 1,400 : :
Windsor ' 1 ' 400 : 4 : S.U.'s only
Amherstburg : : : :
Kingsville : : : 1 : S.U.'s only
Killarney ' 1 ' 2,000 ‘ :
Lake Ontario:
Bathe 1 900 :
Hamilton 2 400 : 3 S.U.'s only
Picton 2 1,000 : 1 S.U.'s only




















Montreal : 4 : 500 3 : S.U.'s only
Sept. Iles : : 2 : 700



















































































































Marblehead : 1 : 1,500 1
Cleveland : 1 : 1,200
l/ S.U::_S_elf-Unl65der
3/ S.L. = Self-Loader
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 Tab1e D-38 — Average Loading and Un1oading Rates at Major
Termina1s used in the Canadian Dry Bu1k Trades
 
(Grain)
Loading Termina1s : Un1oading Termina1s
: Average Rate, :5 : Average Rate,
Harbor : Number : Bushe1s/Hour : Number : Bushe1s/Hour
Canadian Harbors
Lake Superior: : : : :
Thunder Bay : 25 : 48,840 : 4 : 10,300
Lake Huron: ‘ ' ' -
Co11ingwood 1 16,000 1 16,000
Goderich 1 12,000 2 18,500
Mid1and 3 15,700 3 31,700
Owen Sound 1 15,000 1 22,000
Port McNicho11 1 12,000 1 49,000
Sarnia 1 22,000 1 30,000
Na11aceburg 1 15,000 1
Lake Erie: : :
Port Co1borne : 2 : 58,000 2 28,000
Windsor : :
Port Stan1ey : 1 : 22,000 1 15,000
Lake Ontario: ' '
Toronto 3 18,400 3 10,000
Kingston 2 44,000 1 35,000
Hami1ton . 1 5,000
St. Lawrence River::
Montrea1 5 99,200 4 41,250
Baie Comeau 1 47,000 1 85,000
Port Cartier 1 70,000 1 100,000
Quebec 1 45,000 2 80,000
Sore] 2 65,000 1 32,000
Trois Rivieres 1 55,000 1 45,000
Cardina1 : : 1 15,000
Prescott : 1 : 80,000 1 96,000
United States
Harbors
Lake Superior: : :
Du1uth : 13 : 26,900 3 10,000
Superior : 15 : 23,700 3 15,300
Lake Michigan : :
Chicago 8 34,400 : 7 : 11,000
Mi1waukee 2 26,000 : 2 : 10,000
Lake Huron: : : : '
Saginaw : 2 : 30,000
Lake Erie: : :
To1edo : 3 : 40,700
Detroit : :
Huron : 1 : 15,000 : 1 : 20,000
Buffa1o : 4 : 14,500 : 5 : 22,600
D—69
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: U.S. 0.1 :
Buffaiel/ 24' : Canadian 0.04:













t l of total)
Lake Ontario
None at U. S. Harbors
(100% of To a ):









































































































































































































































































































































































































 Tabie D-44 - Percent of Year 2000 U.S. Traffic at Harbors with
Depths l/’ 2/ Less than 27' by Commodity, Origin
and Destination
Route : Commodity
Origin : Destination : Iron Ore : Coal : Limestone : Grain
: ' % 2 % : % : %













S E 0 - - O
S 0 0 — — 0
M M 0 50.0 100.0 -
M H 0 — 100.0 -
M E 0 - 100.0 —
M 0 - - - 0































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Tabie D-46 — Percent of Canadian Great Lakes Dry Buik Traffic































M 0 : - - 100.0
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































M : 20.5 : 20.5 : :
H : : : 22.0 : 22.0
E ' 22.4 : : 23.3 : 22.3
0 : : : : 23.0
SLS : : : : 22.9








M : : ‘
H : 24.0 : 25.0 22.1 22.8
E : : : 22.6 : 21.0
0 : : 22.1 : : 22.4
SLS : : : : 23.0




































   
SECTION 3
EVALUATION OF REGULATION PLANS
3.1 Lake Erie Regulation Plan Objective
Limited regulation of Lake Erie would require increasing the Lake's
outflow whenever high water supply conditions exist on the upper Great Lakes
(about 80 percent of Lake Erie water c0mes from the upper Great Lakes). This
can be achieved by a control structure near the head of the Niagara River
(the outlet of Lake Erie). When the supply condition on the upper Great
Lakes is at or below average, the control structure at Niagara would be
adjusted to provide the outflow which would haveoccurred under natural
conditions. The objective, therefore, is to maximize the lowering of the
high Lake Erie water levels while maintaining as nearly as possible its long-
term average and low levels. Several alternative control structures have
been examined and regulation plans developed around them. These structures
have net capacities on an annual basis, ranging from 3,700 cfs to 25,000 cfs.
3.2 Basis-of—Comparison
3.2.1 Basis-of—Comparison Using Plan 1977 and Plan 1958-D
(Categories 1 and 2)
All Lake Erie regulation plans developed by the Board were compared to
the basis-of-comparison which is a set of water levels and outflows that the
Great Lakes would have experienced for the historical period 1900-1976 if
certain assumed physical conditions had been in effect throughout this
period. In computing the basis-of-comparison, the Study Board adopted the







































































































































































































































































































































    
its outlet near the head of the Niagara River. The regulation studies were
conducted under threeseparate categories. Category 1 develops the necessary
plans to regulate Lake Erie levels without making any changes to Lake Ontario
Regulation Plan 1958-0. Categories 2 and 3 deal with the modifications to
Plan 1958-0. Category 3 also deals with channel modifications in the St.
Lawrence River to handle the increased outflow from Lake Erie. Plans for
Lake Erie regulation under each category were further subdivided into three
groups: those which require a regulatory structure in the Niagara River,
those which utilize a regulatory structure in a diversion channel cut across
Squaw Island, and lastly, plans which use the Black Rock Lock to discharge
the additional water from Lake Erie. All of these plans are considered
limited regulation schemes since they would only lower the high levels of
Lake Erie, but could not raise its levels.
The resulting outflows from Lake Erie, under Category 1, were routed
through Lake Ontario in accordance with Regulation Plan 1958-0. Under
Category 1 there was no attempt to modify Plan 1958-D to accommodate this
increased inflow nor to satisfy the IJC Lake Ontario criteria. Plans under
Category 2 included modifications to the operational rules of Lake Ontario
Plan 1958-0 to accommodate regulation of Lake Erie and to satisfy the IJC
criteria for the regulation of Lake Ontario to the same degree as occurred
under the developnent of that plan and under actual operation since 1960.
Regulation of Lake Ontario under Plan 1958-0 consists of the selection
of an outflow from a basic rule curve and a comparison of that outflow with a
series of outflow limitations. If the selected outflow is greater than the
minimum limitations or less than the maximum limitations, it is adopted as
the outflow to be released from the lake. If, however, it falls outside the
limitation, the limitation will govern the flow to be released. Category 2
modification consisted of making changes to these limitations (referred to as
the "I", "P", "M", "J", and "L" limitations). This is explained fully in
Append ix A.
Category 3 differs from Category 2 in that the resulting Lake Ontario
levels and outflows are to satisfy the criteria as written in the Orders and
Supplementary Orders of Approval over the entire 1900-1976 test period. This
involves channel modifications in the St. Lawrence River as well as modifica-
tions to Plan 1958-0.
Three plans were tested under each category; designated as 25N (which
would increase the outflow from Lake Erie by 25,000 cfs), 155 (which would
increase the outflow by 9,600 cfs), and 6L (which would increase the outflow
by 3,700 cfs).
3.4 Economic Impact on Commercial Navigation
The Navigation Subcommittee evaluated the effects of each regulation
plan on commercial navigation by comparing the cost of transportation under
the basis-of—comparison regime of lake levels to the cost of transportation
under the three plans for each category (1, 2, and 3).
 13; that( up .. ca la. .. snapping iﬁ.n cu: on the Ltae mute !U{ 1
:l-v Lllv woute !0 Night; unde; icguiutlun plan tenditzons, the auditional
cat is rousidercc to be 8 loss to navigation.
, Iiivl‘"\
The Hepah of navigation channels is measured iron law Mates daze» {L l/
e. Since the level or Lake Superior is usually closer to {MD than


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































: Annuai Transportation Cost :
: Average


























































































United States —1,466,000 -2,412,000 : -3,656,000 : -24,366,000 : -2,106,000





























United States . -4,333,000 : -7,190,000 . —10,949,000 : -72,498,000 : -6,268,000






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Table 0-52 - Summary of Hydrologic Evaluation of Lake Erie
Regulation Plans
Basis-Of- : : :
Comparison : Plan 6L : Plan 155 : Plan 25N
LAKE SUPERIOR ' '
Mean 2 600.44 S ' 600.43 § 600.41 2 600.37
Maximum : 601.93 : 601.93 : 601.93 : 601.93
Minimum : 598.69 : 598.68 : 598.65 : 598.62
Range : 3.24 : 3.25 : 3.28 : 3.31
LAKES MICHIGAN-HURON ' ' '
Mean 3 578.27 E 578.24 E 578.18 E 578.05
Maximum : 581.15 : 581.09 : 580.99 : 580.75
Minimum : 575.47 : 575.45 : 575.42 : 575.36
Range : 5.68 : 5.64 : 5.57 : 5.39
LAKE ERIE ' ' '
Mean 2 570.76 § 570.67 § 570.53 § 570.17
Maximum : 573.60 : 573.45 : 573.18 : 572.53
Minimum : 568.09 : 568.07 : 568.02 : 567.84
Range : 5.51 : 5.38 : 5.16 : 4.69
LAKE ONTARIO - Cat. 1 Z ' ' '
(with deviation) ‘
Mean 2 244.61 Q 244.64 E 244.65 E 244.63
Maximum : 247.37 : 247.39 : 247.56 : 247.50
Minimum : 241.81 : 241.74 : 241.59 : 241.38
Range : 5.56 : 5.65 : 5.97 ; 6.12
LAKE ONTARIO - Cat. 2 E ' ' '
Mean 2 244.61 § 244.66 2 244.69 2 244.71
Maximum : 247.37 : 247.34 : 247.42 : 247.45
Minimum : 241.81 : 242.04 : 242.12 : 242.21
Range : 5.56 : 5.30 : 5.30 : 5.24
E Adj. B.0.C. 2 Plan 6L 2 Plan 153 2 Plan 25M
LAKE ONTARIO - Cat. 3 2 ° ' °
Mean 2 244.63 E 244.64 § 244.65 2 244.67
Maximum : 246.77 : 246.79 : 246.84 : 246.83
Minimum : 242.38 : 242.32 : 242.34 : 242.47
Range : 4.39 : 4.47 : 4.50 : 4.36
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 Ontario is carried in United States vessels. In addition, Lake Ontario
levels are seldom the controlling levels for routes involving other lakes in
the system. Therefore, the impacts on the Canadian fleet are also small, but
are still much larger than for the U.S. fleet since most of the traffic on
Lake Ontario is carried in Canadian vessels.
3.4.2 Impact by Plan
As shown in Tables D-49, D-SO, and D-Sl, the total net loss to naviga-
tion increases from Plan 6L to Plan 25N as the Lake Erie levels, and
consequently, Lake Michigan-Huron levels are decreased. As stated above,
Lake Erie levels directly affect mainly Canadian traffic, while Lake
Michigan-Huron levels affect mainly U.S. traffic.
3.4.3 Effect of Adjusting Basis-of—Comparison
The adjustments to the basis-of-comparison only affect the levels on
Lake Ontario. Therefore, there are only small impacts on the United States
fleet since little traffic on Lake Ontario is carried in U.S. vessels. Most
traffic on Lake Ontario is carried in Canadian vessels and, therefore, the
impacts are greater on the Canadian fleet. Table 0—53 shows a comparison of
the effects of Category 3 plans on the U.S. and Canadian fleets under basis-
of-comparison and adjusted basis-of-comparison conditions.
D-92
Table 0-53 - Comparison of Impacts on Transportation Cost
Under Basis-of-Comparison and Adjusted
Basis-of—Comparison Conditions (Category 3)
 
: Impact in Dollars (Present Worth)
Condition : Plan 6L : Plan 155 : Plan 25N
United States Fleet
Basis-of—Comparison - 8,184,000 ~ 24,424,000 - 72,493,000
Adjusted Basis-of-
Comparison - 8,178,000 - 24,412,000 - 72,484,000
Difference - 6,000 — 12,000 - 9,000
Canadian Fleet
Basis-of-Comparison - 3,148,000 - 12,395,000 - 42,124,000
Adjusted Basis-of-
Comparison — 3,970,700 - 13,103,000 - 42,900,000
Difference 3 822,700 Q 708,000 S 776,000




The purpose of each sensitivity test undertaken was to determine the
effect of changes in basic data or assumptions on the losses to navigation
caused by limited regulation of Lake Erie. The following assumptions and
data were tested:
1. Projections of bulk traffic,
2. extension of the navigation season, and
3. capital cost of ship construction.




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































sidered an unnecessary refinement.
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 The projections of future commerce were modified to include a low pro-
jection assuming no growth at all between years 1985 and 2035 and a high pro-
jection assuming 2-1/2 percent annual growth between 1985 and 2035. The
projections used in this study represent growth of about 1 percent annually.
Table D-54 shows the traffic in millions of tons under each assumption and
the capitalized value of each.
Table D—54 - Sensitivity Analysis of Traffic Projections
 
: Year : Capitalized Value : Effect on
Traffic : 1985 : 2000 : 2035 : at 8—1/2% : Navigation
Projection : (Millions of Tons) :(Millions of Dollars): Losses
Low (no growth) 2 244 E 244 Z 244 2 3,072 2 - 15%.1/
Used in this study; 2 E E ;
(1% annual) - 244 : 299 : 378 : 3,596 : —
High (2-1/2% . 2 E E 2









Z/w x 100 = +26%
3596
As shown, the no growth assumption would reduce the losses to navigation
by 15 percent because less traffic would be in the system to be affected by
changes in levels. The high projection, on the other hand, would increase
the losses to navigation by about 26 percent.
4.3 Extension of the Navigation SeaSon
The impact of season extension on the losses to navigation due to
limited regulation of Lake Erie would be directly proportional to the change
in total transportation cost reduction. For example, extension of the season
by one month would reduce the required freight rate by about 2-152 percent
for iron ore, 3 percent for coal, and about 1 percent for graina_/ The
effect on limestone was not evaluated. A one month season extension would
reduce total transportation cost for bulk commodities by about 2 percent. As
a result, any benefits or losses accruing to commercial navigation due to
limited regulation ofLake Erie would also be reduced by about 2 percent.
 
‘3/ Data on freight rates taken from 16 December 1975 Winter Rate Study by
ARCTEC, Inc.
 4.4 Capital Cost of Ship Construction
The vessel operating cost used in this study includes the capital cost
of ship construction based on the premise that all costs should be shared

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 A test run of Plan 25N using the IGLLB assumption of no shallow draft
traffic by 1995 indicated losses to navigation of about 58 million dollars
(present worth). The losses under the current revised shallow draft analysis
are about two times greater ($117 million). Therefore, the revised shallow
draft analysis approximately doubles the losses to commercial navigation.
4.5.3 Vessel Operating Costs
Vessel operating costs were obtained from the United States Maritime












































































































Table D—55 - Comparison of ILER and IGLLB Study
Hourly Vessel Operating Costs
 
Vessel Class






































































































































































































































































The costs of marine diesel and bunker C #6 fuels have risen dramatically












































































































for Class 5 and Class 10 vessels.




































































Ratio of Cost Change
Class 5: 1373 = 1,26
1085






























































































































































































































































































 4.6 Verification of 1980 Computer Program
The 1980 computer program used in this study (ILER Study) is a modified
version of the program used in the International Great Lakes Levels Board
 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(BRITISH TO METRIC UNITS)
1 cubic foot per second (cfs) = 0.028317 cubic metres per second (cms)
1 cfs-month = 0.028317 cms-month
1 foot 0.30480 metres
2.54 centimetres
1 inch
1 mile (statute) = 1.6093 kilometres
l
l

































1 acre-feet = 1,233.5 cubic metres
1 gallon (U.S.) = 3.7853 litres
1 gallon (British) = 4.5459 litres
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operating costs, trip times,
and water
level
data in order to calculate the cost of commercial
shipping on the Great
Lakes.
A comparison of these costs will








One execution of "GLCOST" will produce cost figures for a single year
for either U. S. or Canadian data.
Within this run, a maximum of 30 dif-
ferent lake level plans may be considered.
Each run will evaluate data for
four different commodities and produce results for deep draft and shallow
draft harbors.
The program will handle 77 years of water level data
(1900-1976), 11 different vesssel classes, and 10 different trade routes for
domestic, export, and import cargo.
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input simply to label data for easier identification. The first three let-
ters are required and any additional letters or comments may be input simply
to help the user. Data should be input as follows:
1. Number of files of water level data to be run. (Total number
equals base case plus number of alternate plans up to a maximum of 30 files).
2. Short title (maximum of 10 characters in columns 1-10) for each file
of water level data.
3. Title (maximum of 80 characters).
This line will be printed as part of each page heading on the
output.
This title might contain the country (United States or Canada), com-
modity (iron ore, coal, limestone, or grain), year, date of run,
etc.
4. a. Year
b. Minimum water depth for deep draft harbors (ex. =27 ft.)
c. Minimum water depth for shallow draft harbors (ex. iron = 23.4
feet, coal = 23 feet, limestone = 24.1 feet, grain = 23.8 feet).
d. Percentage of U. S. Exports carried in U. S. ships for U. S.
runs or percentage of Canadian imports carried in Canadian ships for Canadian
runs (ex. 80 percent = 80).
e. Percentage of U. S. imports carried in U. S. ships for U. S.






5. ACAEACITY - This word represents a title for the following line of
data. Input either the entire word or abbreviate by inputting the first
three letters (see sample input).
6. Maximum designed cargo capacity (in tons) for each of the 11 vessel
classes. Separate numbers by at least one space.
7. QEAFT - Next title line, input entire word or minimum of three let-
ters as underlined.



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   
 
   




   
   
   
  
   
  
    
    
   












intermediate, summer, and midsummer.
Winter limits will be used for January, February, March, November, and
December.
Intermediate for April and October.
Summer data will be applied to May and September.
Midsummer for June, July, and August.
omitted.
Next four lines consist of four sets of seasonal load line limits
Limits should be input in seasonal order of winter,
_IQMNAGE, MILEAGE, AND SHALLOW DRAFT PERCENTAGE
DOMESTIC — If no domestic cargo is shipped, this category may be
Shipping data for domestic cargo. This data must be input in speci-
fic columns instead of simply separated by spaces as in the previous data.
Use as many lines as is necessary to describe domestic cargo.
Column 1 - Lake Origin
Vessel loads cargo at a port on one of five lakes.
Input S for Superior, M for Michigan, H for Huron,
E for Erie, and O for Ontario.
Column 3 - Lake Destination
Vessel
unloads cargo at a port on one of five lakes.
Input S, M, H, E, or 0.
Column 4-13 (F10.0) - Tonnage (in thousands of tons)

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































waxlwum HF 30 FILES CAM










READ (N{APE,R ) QATA.HU”,“YR
Fugmaw (oxu,?x,11,1x.la)
IF(EOF(NTAPL)) 18: 9
IF (Mum .GT. a) so TO 5
IF (NYR .GE. MYR) GO T0 5
1? (MY? .LT. 1900) GO T0 5





















































































































READ r 9 ,1v) TIITLt
wRIrF («14”L'10) [TITLF





















Nth: ( 2 ,910) ESer“,JYR
IF (NLN .tm, 5 ,Awh. JYR
‘J'HITE ((3051) ESINU‘MIJYP
IEPF=1
wgnu ( 2 .910) US,NU“,JYR
























UNE YEAR AT A TIFF
(h.a011) ITlTLE










.EU. 1Y9) GU TL 31
,R10) HS,MUM,JVR
.H‘. a .AND. W
(C,H1} HS,~U“,JYP
.FU. IYR) 60 Tu 32
.EQ. TVR) GD TU 33
.F0. 1Y9) GO To 3“






































































CAIL CP1D€D (NTAPE: Iss. Iva,
IYR=IYR+1
CIIBITrJ}E
WATER DATUM FOR EACH CF
NH, E, 0, S-MH, S'T’H-E' S-F‘H'E-O'












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SURHULTINE ROUND ( A; IA J
01 FEB 1974
PURPﬂSF -













DESCRIPTION UF PARAMETFRS -
A - INPUT FLOATING POINT NUMBER
1A - OUTPUT FIXED POINT NUMBER
REMARKS -
FUKCTIUN WRITTEN BY G U LARSEN, DETROIT DISTRICT
FORTRAN a
PRECISION UP A1 A2 A3 18 NUNBER OF COMPUTER WORD
SIGNIFICANT UECINAL DIGITS
SUBRULTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED -
SIGN TABS INT
METHOD -































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































COMMON /CXU/ X0 (11, 10)
CONNOR /CVLB/ VLB (11)
CUNNHk /CVLC/ VLC ( 11)
CUMUON /CVCP/ VCP (11)






























































































DATA NMCLAS/EHI a2“? :2H3 .2Ha :2H5 rZHb '2H7 IZHB r
1 2H9 ,PH10: 2H1: /







































1 uHAUG ,AHSEP ,AHOCT ,AHNOV ,AHDEC ISHTUTAL /
c U.S. LAKE NAMES
DATA NCA /6HSUPERIr 6HOR US: bHMICHIG' 6HAN usprHURDN ,
























































































































































































































c LEVEL FILES (TAPE)! T0 TAPEAOJ

































DO 165 I = 1: NOVSCL
DO 162 J=1,NMDNTH
162 CTS ( J,I ) = 0.0
ch I I ) = 0.0
165 CONTINUE
DU 170 I = 1: NRDUTE
DD 170 J = 1, NMONTH








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ROUTES USING LAKE ONTARIO UR SLS


























































































































































































1 ",F6.1," AND SHOULD TOTAL 100')
IERQPF=I
I:T+11






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TON - F09 THPEF DIFFERENT CATEGORIES (DOMESTIC. EXPORT: IMPORT)
READ ORIGIN, DESTINATION, TDMNAGE(IN 1000 OF TUNS)p MILEAGE,




















































IF (11 .NE. IHE) GO TO 126
END INHICATES THE END OF TONNAGE DATA
WHEN THIS OCCURS, PROGRAM STARTS CALFULATING COSTS
IF (12 .F3. 1H“) GO TO 150


























WRITE (6,717) ID,ID.TON;RMILE:SHAL ‘
FORMAT (0X,A1,9X,A1.6YIF10.1;1XIF10.1:SXIF10.1)
1H0) GO TO 110
1H1) GO TO 120
TRAN3LATF nRIGIN AND DESTINATICN INPUT LETTERS TO NUMERIC
SURSCRIPTS.
SUPERIOR = S = 1
MICHIGAN = M = 2
HURON = H z 3
ERIE = E = a











































U.3. EXPORTS = CANADIAN IMPORTS = 6-10
U,s, IMPORTS = CANADIAN EXPORTS = 11-15
'CALL FTNDIT(IO'ID:I'J)





















.59. 1) GO TO 399

















































































RFLATIvE To THE LOW WATER DATUM INPUT
antlTIMEuJERRURrITJJ



















































































































































































































































































MAXIVbN DRAFT IN LAKE ONTARIO CANNUT 55 GREATER THAN 26 FT.




 C VESSEL CAPACITY MUST RE ADJUSTED IF CHANNEL DEPTH IS LESS THAN





C COST IS PRINTED IN MILLIONS OF DnLLARS
CUST=HnURS*VCH(L) /1“00000.





























C TOTAL CDgT OF DUMESTIC SHIPMENTS
000 SHP(CpN)=SHP(0rM)+CUST
GU TC 260
u10 IF (I-lo) 420,020,u30
C TnTAl CUSY 0F EXPORT SHIPMENTS
ﬂan FYP(”,N)=EYP(U:N)+CUST
GU Tﬂ P60







IF-(TTTNF .E0. 1) so T0 281
COSTS FUR ALTERNATE PLANS ARF COMPARED TO BASE CASE COSTS
THE DIFFFRFNCES (BASE CASE - ALTERNATE PLAN) ARE PRINTED FOR
ALL TFF pLANS UNDER CONSIDERATION.
TnTAL COSTS ARE nMLY PRINTED FOR THE BASE CASE.
NEGATIVE DIFFERENCES INDICATE THAT THE ALTERNATE COSTS MORE THAN
THE RASE CASE.























































































































































































































































































































































TF (ITIMF .HE. 1) Go To 152


































































































1 3y,"sHALan DRAFT DATUM=".F6.2," FT.”/7X:
1 "COUNTRY «,11," = ",A3,2X,"EXPORT PERCENTAGE: ".Fa.0:
g » IMPORT PEPCENTAGE= ".Fu.0/)
702 FORMAT ( 7X,"VESSEL CLASS":11X:A2:10(5XIA2)J
703 FORMAT ( 7x,"CAPAcITY (TONS)",7Xp11(F6.0,1X))

























1 "ROUTES UN SIMIHIE"I“XI11(F5.ulzx)/9Xr
2 "ROUTES nu ONTARIO",ax.11(FS.u,2X))
70¢ FORMAT (/7X,"RDUND'TPIP TIME FACTOR",1X,11(FS.2,2X))
710 FORMAT ( 7x,"UNL0ADING TIME(HRSJ“.6X.11(F3.0.uX))
711 FORMAT C 7Y."SEASONAL LDAD LINE LIMITS")
71a FUPMAT (/7X,"DISTRIBUTIDN OF TRAFFIC BY MONTH"/
1 29X,1?(Aa,2X)/9X."PDUTES 0N SpMpHpE"r2X:12(FS.ua1X)/
2 9X,"RWUTES UN ONTARIU"I?X112(FS.aa1X))
FOFNuT (/17X,"ORIGIN DESTINATION TUNSF,
1 _" MILES SHALLOV DRAFT PERCENTAGE" )
716 FORWAT (7X,6510)
718 FOPNAT (7X,"DISTRIQUTIDL RY CLASS":/,9Xr
1 "FOP DOMESTIC USE",UX,11(F6.S:1X)/9X,
2 "HS EXP=CAN IMP",6Xp11(F6.511x)/9X;
3 "US INP=CAN EXP".6Xr11(Fb.S:1X))
724 FORMAT (/7X,"DISTRIRUTIUN HF TRAFFIC BY MONTH"/
1 29X,1?(AQ.2X)/12X:"ALL RUUTES",6X,12(F5.ﬂ'1X)/)
715
7?5 FUPVAT f9x,"JAN FEB MAR‘WV DEC".3X,11(FQ.1,3X))
726 FDPNAY (18X,"APR OCT", QY, 11(Fu.1,3x))

















2000 FUQNRT(SXI 8HCOST 0F . A3,!X.A9, 9HSHIPMENTS ,2x.



















WAX. CF 0 DIFFERENT COMMODITIES MAY BE PROCESSED IN ONE RUN
(IROF ORE, CUAL; LIMESTUNE. AND GRAIN)
393 IF (ICPUP .GE. 0) GO TD 001
c0 T0 3




CALCULA1IONS FOR SHALLOW DRAFT INMEDIATELY FOLLOW DEEP DRAFT
CALCULATIONS FOR EACH COMMODITY
IF (TSHAL .E9. 1) 60 T0 393
392 TSHAL = 1
IF (SHPD .LT. 0.1) GO TO 2
HDP=SPRD~1.S
‘ HBD=SFBD






































































































































































































































































CONNOR /cwanE/ HQRTF (30, 12)
CONVU" / CVWCLS/ MMCLAS(11)
DIMENSION HVP (11): HPM (123



















































100 DU 110 I=IIUDVSCL
VBC(I,H) = HVC(I) / HPV(F)
110 chtl) = 0.0
NUMBER OF VESSELS REQUIRED BY CLASS RY ROUTE




















120 IF (ICPuN ,En. 1) GO TO 122
WRYTF (7'2000) MMCLAS
GO TO 124
12? WRITE (7,2000) MMCLAS




3000 FORNA1(//1H ,15X,"NUMBER OF VESSELS REQUIRED
1 //1H ,FMONTH",BX,1HS,9X; ZHNH:
210x,1hE,10X,1HO,8X:GHS-MprxnéHS-MH-E,0Xp8HS-MH-E-Op
3§X(“HNH-EI6XI6HMH'E'QI8XI3HE'O/)
on 310 J = 1, MMUNTH
WRITF (713010) MQN(J)I (HRRTE(IIJ)I I = 1' NRUUTE)



















































































































































































































DATA ANQNTH, NUVSCL / 12a






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1000 FORMAT (l/I3XIA3.1X:19HDOMEST1C SHIPMENTSp28X:11HDESTINATION,/,
/ 20X: §(2X1 2h6): /I 2X. ZHMOr 7X: 6HDRIGINI /)
1010 FORMAT (1x, AS, 3x, 2A6, 3x. F10.6. acax, F10.6))
1020 FORMAT (//;3X,A3,1X,19HEXPURT SHIPMENTS .28X111HDESTINATIDNp/,
/ 20X, R(2X, 2A6), /, 2X, BHMO, 7X, bHDRIGIN: /)
1030 FORMAT (//;3X,A3,1X,19HIMPORT RECEIPTS ,ZﬁxuliHDESTINATIONr/I
1040 FORMAT (1/.3X,A3,1X,19HDPMESTIC SHIPMENTS:28X'11HDESTINATTUN,/,
/ 20x, §(2x, 2A6), /, 2X, EFMO. 7X, bHDRIGIN, /)
1050 FDRNAT (//,3x,A3,1x,19HIMPCRT RECEIPTS IZBXIIIHDESTINATIDNp/r
/ 20x, 5(2x. 2A6). /, 2x, ahmﬂ, 7x, eHDRIGIV; /)
1060 FURNAT (//,3X,A3:1X:19HEXPURT SHIPMENTS ,28X,11HDESTINATIDN,I,




DIMENSTGM VAR (10.12), TCL (10), SH1 (12)
COMM”! /NCnM/ NPGpDPTyMCA(2pS)INCR(2,S).ITJ(10)
COVNPK IVSAVE/ SAVE(30:8)
CUMVGA /wcnm/ New (13), ITI (1“)
DATA DSH/bH------/
DATA M‘DNTH, “ROUTE / 12, 10/
WRITF (7,1“003
DU 100 I: 1, NRDUTE

















DU 120 I: 1, NPOUTE
TCL(I) = TCL(I) + VAR(I,J)
120 SUM(J) = SUMfJ) + VAP(IIJ)


































IF (ISHAL .E0. 1) ICP=ICRop+a
SAVE (TTIMFITCP)=TUT























































































































90 IF (IJ .LT. 6) GO TO 100
D-133
IJhIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII'lllllllllliiillllllllﬂ 



















900 DEAD (IT,IDDD) IMHN,IYR,(TEMD(I),1=1.ID)
TF (EOFCIT)) 999.901
1000 FORMAT (7x.I?.2x.12,17X,10FS.2)
901 IF (IADN .LE. 0) GO TO 900
TF (INON .EQ. 99) GO TO 999
IF (INUN ,GT. 12) Go In 900





999 IF (ITINE .NF. 1) GO TO 997
wRITE (3,998) ICNTIITJ
998 FORMAT (/7X,20HRECORDS READ IN WLD .IS.ux,10A8)
ISAVE=ICNT
RETURN
997 WRITE (3.996) ICNTIITJ I '
996 FORMAT ( /7x,20HRECORDS READ IN WLD .ISIAX'10A8)
IF (ISAVE .EO. ICNT) RETURN
WRITE (3,990) ISAVE
990 FORMAT (8X,"THIS DOES NOT EQUAL THE ",I0,
1 " RECORDS READ FOR THE BASE CASEF/BX,









CONVERT ALPHA CHARACTERS INPUT FUR LAKE ORIGIN AND DESTINATION
TD NUMERIC SUBSCRIPTS TO BE USED WITHIN PROGRAM




IF (ID .ED. LAKEtK)) GO TO 20
10 CONTINUE
as WRITE (6:50) 10.10

















































































, PRESENT NORTH PROGRAM
FASE 0
DIN P(500)
F39 L=0 TD 500
LFT PfL)=O
hEXT L
PﬁI”T UbING "0UMHER 0F YEARS";
I‘lPliT 01
PRINT "uUKRER OF YEARS";
PPTWT
DEV
PRIkT "ENTFP A 1 FOR CDMSTAMT ABSOLUTE CHANGE up n;
DRINT "ENTER A 2 FUR A cnmsTAmT"
PRINT "PATF OF CHANGE IN DETERMINING INTERPOLATED YEARS":
INPUT 11
IF T1>3 THEN 160
IF 11<1 THEN 150
00107
90107 "EFTFR THE PRUJECT YEAR ALONG 0170 THE VALUE "
PPIAT "ASSOCIATED WITH THAT YEAR"
pHUT "IN ASCENDIHG PRQJFCT YEAR ORDER. IF VALUES ARE NUT "
PRIAT "IN ASCENDING ORDER" ,












IF I1=2 THEN 530
IF 11:3 THEN 090
LET Z=(P5-PS)/KQ
LFT 0=K°—1








IF P5=0 THEN €50
GO TC 560
LFT P5=.1101



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6063 1089? 10752 13455 19604 2“098 31§ﬂ8 0 0 0 0
DRAFT
19.02 24.11 20.63 22.12 25.17 26.71 28.22 0 0
IMMEPSIUM




















0 o 0 .54 1.26 8.87 82.33 0 0
o 0 0 .11 0.2 9.2 81.49 0 0 0
MONTHLY 013121001100



















20 20 20 20 22 22 22 0 0 0 0
LOAD LINE LIMITS
18.82 22.54 18.98 20.09 23.23 25.12 26.45
19.1% 22.83 19.79 20.91 23.78 25.59 26.65
19.52 23.56 20.44 21.68 24.57 26.14 27.53
19.82 24.11 20.63 22.12 25.17 26.71 28.22 0
7040402, MILFAGE, 400 SHALLOW HARBOR PERCENT
DOMESTTC









































S 0 2000. 913.














































3 E 900. 636. 8.
S n 2100. 982.
M o 300, 725.


































































































































































720 850 1050 1010
CLAS§ DISTDIRUTIUN
3.06 0 0 .11 3.06








































































































































































































































































































































s n 300. 913. 50.






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































H E 600, 258. 90.
H n 300, 870.
M H 203. 389.











cewepg 53913 gngn DEEP DRAFT OFT. 1980




































































































































































































































































































































































s n 4100. 1200. .9

































0 O 2”“. 525. 0.
FXPURTS
s n 300. 1320. .9














































n E 2000. 1097. 5.7
END
0-141
3
0
3
3
'
3
0
3
0
S-Ozs-SLS
0-S=S-EX
H-0=H-SLS
0-HzH-FX
E-0=E-SLS
n'E’=E--EX
n—“=SLS-EX
SAME SUBSTITHTIUNS
AS ARDVE
M-0=“-SLs
n-N‘:=M-FX
 
